
Pre-conditions Rubric

1 point 2 point 3 point

School Opt-in

The school is only applying because the district/CMO 

told it to and does not seem to understand the value of 

the work. They may want to apply, but are expecting 

something different than what we offer, such as 

coaching for their own assessments.

The school is applying because either they are interested 

in the program on their own or because their 

district/CMO or an external funder recommended it, but 

the schools still sees the general value in the program as 

a whole.

The school not only shows genuine interest in the 

program as a whole, but also can identify specific needs 

as well as a coherent explanation for how ANet will help 

address these needs.

School & District 

Payment

The school is either not able or not willing to find a path 

to pay for the program through any combination of 

school and district budgets or external funders. 

 The school believes the value of the work and would like 

to find a way to pay for it. The school believes it can find 

a way to pay the fee through a combination of school and 

district budgets or external funders. The school may not 

be able to pay for any part of the fee out of its own 

budget.

The school is willing to pay part of the annual fee out of 

its own budget because it sees the value of the work and 

recognizes the costs it takes to do this work. The school 

already has a clear plan for how to pay for the program 

for this year and is committed to finding the financing to 

pay for upcoming years as well.

Priority & 

Organization

The school has either explicitly said that ANet would not 

be one of its top priorities, or alternatively does not 

have the ability or capacity to set priorities. This could 

be evidenced by having essentially no strategic plan for 

the year, planning time that usually has no agenda and 

ends up dealing with the most pressing issues on that 

day, or focusing on more urgent problems such as 

student safety and classroom management.

The school has a set of pre-determined priorities, but is 

not always successful at continuing to focus on them 

throughout the year. The school has expressed interest in 

making ANet one if its top prioritiy, but can't promise it 

will get full attention at each interaction as there may be 

more pressing issues going on.

The school has a clear set of priorities for the year that 

are defined in advance. The leadership team strongly 

believes in accountability and measuring progress to 

outcomes. Improving student achievement is one of their 

top 3 priorities for the year, and can describe how ANet 

fits into these priorities.

Dedicated 

Leadership

The leadership team has not been identified for next 

year, possibly because they expect significant 

leadership turnover before the next school year. The 

current leadership team is focused on many things at 

once and cannot necessarily commit to all meet at the 

same time for the ANet work. 

The leadership team for next year has been identified but 

have not explicitly confirmed that each of them have the 

capacity for the work. The leadership team would like to 

be able to focus on the ANet work as much as possible, 

but has many other issues. They may not have time set 

aside yet for the work, but have expressed an interest in 

figuring out a way to do so.

The leadership team has been fully identified and each 

person has clarified that both they have the capacity for 

the work and that they are committed to it. They have 

already planned to set aside the required time to 

implement the ANet work. 

Standards-Based

The school is unwilling to align to any standards. This 

could be because they do not see the value, because 

they work from a certain curriculum program that they 

don't want to deviate from, or other reasons. The 

school likely does not understand how well they are 

currently aligned to standards.

The school understands the value of standards and would 

like to align their curriculum to them. The school may 

either not know how well they are currently aligned, or 

alternatively does know they are not well aligned but 

does not know how become better aligned. They may use 

interim assessments, but don't find them that useful as 

they are not clear on what goals they are measuring 

progress towards.

The school believes in the value of standards and has 

aligned its curriculum to them as much as possible. If 

their current curriculum systems has gaps in standard 

coverage, they have a clear plan for how to fill those 

gaps. The school may potentially align to other more 

rigorous standards if they think the state standards are 

too low-level. The school has set student achievement 

goals and believes in regularly measuring progress to 

those goals. 

Schedule
The school is either unwilling or unable to commit to 

blocking out the required time for the ANet program.

The school has blocked off some or most of the required 

time, but has not yet found time for all of the scheduled 

meetings.  They might ask to have shorter data meetings 

or space the meeting out over different times with 

different groups of teachers.

The school has fully committed to blocking off the 

required time for ANet programming in their curriculum 

and PD schedule before the school year begins. This time 

may already exist that they are re-purposing for ANet 

work and are asking ANet to help sharpen how they use 

that time

District Support

The district/CMO may not see the value in the ANet 

work and may not support the school in scheduling PD 

time for it. The district/CMO has also explicitly 

mandated initiatives that conflict with ANet such as 

alternative PD or additional interim assessments. 

The district/CMO general supports ANet's work with the 

school. The district/CMO also helps facilitate the 

application and opt-in process. The district/CMO may be 

tentative as to the value of the work and wants to see 

results before discussing any potential growth plan for 

other schools. 

The district/CMO is completely in support of ANet work 

and would like to establish a plan to expand ANet 

services into as many schools as possible and to work 

with all levels of district management. They pave the way 

for the application and opt-in process and strongly 

encourage schools to apply. The district/CMO is willing to 

participate in ANet's escalation plan to assist any school 

that falls off track.

Data and 

Logistics

Someone who does not have the capacity has been 

assigned as the logistics lead, such as the principal, or 

no one has been assigned. The school has no plan to 

update their student roster information and cannot 

necessarily promise it's current accuracy. The school 

may also have misconceptions that all logistics will be 

taken care of for them.

The school has assigned some to be the logistics lead, but 

that person has not been told all that the role will entail 

and agreed that they have the capacity. That person 

might not be clear on what all is expected. The school 

would like to maintain a current roster, but admits there 

may be errors from time to time.

The school has a dedicated logistics lead who already has 

the responsibilities built into their job description. They 

have updated systems that ensure a smooth printing and 

scanning process. The school has an established plan to 

regularly update the student roster and continuously 

monitor it to make sure it is accurate.

Collaboration

The school does not want to share their interim results 

with other schools because they don't see the value or 

for other reasons. The school has not expressed interest 

in attending any network events.

The school would like to attend some or all of the 

network events. They're interested in finding out what 

they can learn from the network, although don't have a 

clear idea at this point. They may not be enthusiastic 

about sharing results, but understand that it's a required 

part of the program.

The school is excited about learning best practices from 

other schools and explicitly names the Network as one of 

the main reasons they are applying. The school has 

committed to attend all of the network events. The 

school agrees with the importance of measuring itself 

against other schools to better understand gaps in 

learning.


